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UFO OVERIOWA BEAI\ FIETI)
UFO Observed al Farmhouse ALLENDETETTERS
A HOAX
yisitor to APRO lleadquarA
recent
ln Colombia
The following is a condensation of a
report on the Anolaima case recently
received from APRO'S Colombia,nRepresentative, John Simhon. The case
involYes 11 witnesses at a remote
Iarmhouse near Anolaima, about 40
miles north-west of Bogota.
The observation commenced at 8
p.m. on July 4, 1969,when Mauricio
Gnecco, 13, saw a yellow-red light
moving from east to west; he was in
the company of Enrique Osorio, 12,
looking for "shooting stars" outside the
farmhouse. He immediately shouted
to the other children (Andres Franco,
13, Marina Franco, 11, Rosita N., 10,
German N.. 14r who were playing inside the house and the grown-ups
(Arcesio Bermudez, Lucrecia Bermudez, his sister, Rosa Ortiz, Luis Carbajal, the butler, Evelia Carbajal, his
wife) , telling them all to come out and
see the "flying saucer."
At nrst they would not come, but
upon Mauricio's insistance they stepped out and watched the light, which
was at a distance of about 600 feet.
Mauricio obtained a flashlight (there
is no electricity in the area) and began to send signals in imltation of
Morce Cod,e. At that moment, the
light source approached the house at
a considerable speed and remained
suspended between two tall trees
about 150 feet from the farmhouse,
lvhere it hoyered for about 5 seconds.
See figure 2. While this occurred, Mrs.
Ortiz shouted to Mauricio: "That thing
is coming down upon us-turn
that
flashlight off, Mauricio!"
The witnesses described the object
as follows: between 4 and 6 feet tall:
yellow-orange color with an apparent
"arc of light" surrounding it; two
"luminous legs"-blue with green tips.
The object made no sound. It then
flew to the right oi the iarmhouse
and appeared to come low over a
nearby hill. Mr. Arcesio Bermudez,
described as the only person in the
group who was unafraid, took the
(See UFo - Page Four)

ters was Carlos Miguel Allende C.
(otherwise known as Carl M. Allen),
author of the notorious "Allende
Letters."
Sr. Allende proceeded to verify a
simple fact that we had long suspected - that the famous (or infamous) letters and the associated notations, entered into a copy of M. K
Jessup's "The Case for the UFO" and
subsequently published by the Varo
Manuf actwing Company under an
Omce of Naval Research contract,
'were a one-man hoax contrived and
executed by himself. The purpose?
"To scare the hell out of Jessup."
To a copy of the ONR-VARO publication which Allende furnished to
APRO at the time of his yisit he had
added the following notation in his
own handwriting: "All words, phrases
and sentences underlined on the following pages in brown ink are false,
The below page and the top part of
the following were and are the crazyest (sic) pack of lies I ever wrote. My
object? To encouro,ge ONR Researeh
and, lo diacouraqe Profressor (sic)
Morris K. Jessup from going further
with investigations possibly leading to
actual research. ?lre? I feared invisibiliw and force-field research; I don't
no?,. (signed) Carl M. Allen."
The statements refeued to are on
the second and third pages of the fi.rst
letter received irom Allende by Mr.
Jessup as it appears in the ONR-VARO
publication and eonsist of various
statements refeuing to the "freezing,',
"burning," and "getting stuck" which
purportedly occurred to sailors who
had participated in jnvisibility experiments allegedly cauied out by the
U. S. Navy.
The notes entered into the Jessup
book attributed to "Mr. A," Mr. B." and
"Jemi" were all executed by Allende
and all inferences concerning special
knowledge of UFOS, force fields and
mysterious eyents are of course Allende's invention.
Allende explained that Jessup'scon(See Hoar - Page Three)

The following incident was ilrvestrgated by Field Investigator clenn McWane and member LeRoy Latham.
Aerial photograph accompanying this
report were furnished by Mr. Mcwane.
The initial interyiew was obtained by
Mr. Latham, and later Mr. Warren
Barr, who owns the property involved,
declined to allow his daughter Kathy
to be interyiewed further.
On the night of the 13th of July pat
Barr and her 17-year-old cousin
Kathy Mahr were preparing for bed
in the upstairs bedroom at the Barr
farm home, ?72 miles south of carrison, Iowa. Pat's attention was causht
by the sound of whai seemed lo be a
low-nying jet and she went to the
north v/indow and looked out in the
direction of a neighboring farm. She
called to her cousin and both girls
watched a strange object which appeared to be hovering oyer a large
bean neld on the Barr farm,
Kathy's description is as follows:
The object had a duu metallic finish
which was easily discernedbecauseof
the two rows of lights which were
arranged across the face of it at midline. It appeared like two ,,cofiee
saucers" placed rim to rim, and rotated as it hovered. The sighting lasted
for only a few seconds, alter which
the object left at such high speed that
the girls did not know precisely which
direction it rvent, except that it went
past their window. The area where it
had hovered was glowing red after the
object disappeared from sight. Neither
of the girls were frightened, but were
curious about the strange-appearing
craft.
At breakfast the next day the girls
told the Barrs about what they had
seen and Mr. Barr tended to be skeptical and attributed the whole thing
to "a figment of their imagination."
However, Iater that morning he discovered, at the spot indicated by the
girls, a nearly circular patch of ground
in his bean field which was almost
bare. The bean vines appeared to have
been burned althouEh there was no
(See loua - Page Four)
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sealch Organization, Tucson, Arizona,
is given as the source. Wriiten permissionof the Editor must be obtained
for quotes in excessof 250 words.

Bulletin, should have read Calgary
Centennial Planetarium. APRO regrets the error.

A ProgressReport

Field InvesfigalorsNelwork

On the 1st of July 1969,exactly 1?
and one half years after APRO was
Iounded in 1952.APRO moved its gpneral businessomcesto a new location.
The offices of the secretary and the
International Director (Mrs. Lolenzen
and Mr. Lorenzen) as well as the
report files will remain in the Lorenzen home at 3910 E. Klelndale Road,
Tucson), and ihe mailing addresswill
remain the same to facilitate receipt of
special delivery mail. Those members
visiting Tucson may call the general
office and auange for a vislt to Headquarters by dialing ?93-1825.Those
wishing to contact headquarters regarding reports in the evening and on
weck-ends may call 326-0059or 7931147. Please make a record of these

The number of APRO Field Investigators is increasing steadily and
should number several hundred shortly. It has been decided to spread the
Network across the world, although
main emphasis will be placed on the
United States and Canada. Field Investigators in other countries are
requested to cooperate with theiI local
APRO Representative when investigations are conducted.
In the near future, APRO will disProtribute a brieflng titLed Stq.nd,&rd,
ced,ureslor APRo Field Inestigators.
This will set the guidelines by which
Field Investigators should operate, although it will not attempt to direct
or control each individual's personal
methodology in investigations. APRO
iplahh^hp
h tr h h a r c
is aware that each case is different
The move was the result of carelul
and procedures vary according to geoplanning. We are well aware of the graphical location and other circumapparent lack of interest in UFOS, stances. fn the meantime, Field Invesp a rti e u l arl y i n i he press. duri ng thc tigators may continue to investigate
last year. However, interest in APRO any reports v/hich come to their attenappears to be increasing at a steady tion. Likewise, APRO members may
rate. Although a slight slump in memcontinue to investigate cases thembership and subscription renewals has selves and provide APRO with general
made itself obvious,new members and yital information in the form of wordinquiries about membership are on of-mouth and press reports.
the increase.
once the Field Investigators NetElsewhere in the Bulletin will be work is running smoothly, APRO will
found a report on UFO actiyity in the notify the Investigator closest to'the
first six months of 1969. It is impos- sceneof a UFO incident and receivea
sible to publish each and eyery report
prompt and accurate report. This will
receiyed and investigated because of not only help in bringing the UFO
space limitations. APRO is non-proflt
subject to the attention of more memand does not accept advertising and bers of the scientific and engineering
thereiore the Bulletin cost must con- community, but will enable APRo to
stantly be a consideration. However, proyide even more complete informait has been decided that twice each tion in the Bulletin.
year, in the July-August and January-

forI e5e
Breakdown
sishring
Xili;3,*"i,T'i1#,#X;f
':1".3:"1ff
A tabulation of the UFo sighting

types of objects and other information
will be presented. The study for the
period January through June 1969
reflects APRO'S growing investigative
The Aerial Phenomena Research network throughout the world, and
Organization (APRO)
investigates the increased number ol investigated
and evaluates UFO reports in the conreports. Hopefully, within the next
tinental United States and Canada few months. the Field InvestiEator's
through its Field Investigators Netnetwork will have expanded to a point
wo rk . A P RO s om c i a l a ml i a te i n C a n - where a large percentage of reports
ada is the Canadian Aeriel Phenomreceived can be inyestigated within a
ena Research Organization (CAPRO) reasonable time after the incidents
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Director Brian
take place.
Cannon.
Newswires,,newspapers, radio and
television stations may quote up to Correclion
The reference to the Calgary Cen250 words from this publication, provided that the Aerial Phenomena ll,e- trol Planetarium on Page 3, May-June

reports received at APRO lleadquarters for the period oi January through
June 1969shows a perceptible decrease
irom reports received in the latter
part of the preceding year'
APRO'S growth, particularly outside
the United States' is definitely reflected in the number of reports received. Similarly, the growth and
effectiveness of the Field Investigators
Network is made evident in the number ol reports investigated in the
United States. It is hoped that inves- --\
tigations of foreign reports will also
increase in number in the near future.
The breakdown is as follows;
(See Sighting
Page Three)
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Hoax(Continued,

lrom Po,geOne)
stant pressing for further unified field
research alarmed him. He felt that a
break-through in that area added
psychologically to the impact of the
atomic bomb and could have a catastrophically demoralizing efiect on humanity - especially young people. He
therefore took the rather dubious
route of perpetrating the "Letters"
hoax to discourage Jessup.
According to Allende, he had no
idea that his writings would ever be
connected with Jessup's in public print
or that they would create such a furor.
He said that he had remained silent
for years hoping that interest would
fade away but when a new (and highly sensationalized according to Allende) version of the matter by Brad
Steige. appeared in print he decided
to speak up. He wired Steiger's pubIisher and attempted to have publication stopped but they did not respond
eyen though questions of eopyright
and inherent proprietary rights are
involyed. Since Allende did not have
the resources to pursue the matter
through litigation at that time he
decided to make the truth known and
contacted APRO for that purpose.
Allende still believes. however. that
a U. S. vessel, the S. S. Andrew Furnseth disappeared from its Philadelphia
dock and reappeared seconds later in
the Norfolk-Portsmouth area, then
disappeared again to appear once
more in its original berth. He suggestedthat the incident could be verifled by contacting sailors who were
asslgned to the shtp at the time some of whom he serYed with and
knew personally. This seems like an
excellent suggestion but as far as we
know it has not been acted upon by
the Navy or Varo. Inc. or Brad Steiger
or Carlos Allende, for that matter.
Since the story originates from a newspaper item based on the gin-mill
account of sailors from the s. s.
Andrew Furnseth, lhis writer is inclined to consider the source and let
the matter rest.
Which brings us sort of obliquely to
the M.I.B. (Men In Black) myth. One
oi the bulwarks of this theory, advanced by Gray Barker in "They Knew
Too Much About Flying Saucers" was
the account of three Men in Black
who called on Edgar Jarrold of the
Australian Flying Saucer Bureau at
the time that Jafiold suddenly withdrew lrom active research. During a
recent visit irom Dr. Lindtner of the
Australian UFOIC, we learned that it
was actually Lindtner and two other
members of the AFSB who called on
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Jarrold for the purpose of discussing
organizationalpolicy differences.This
discussion in part led to Jarrold's
quitting.
Steiger (real name Eugen Olson)
teaches "creatlve writing" in a small
Iowa College could Barker be a student of the same school?

Sighting-

(Continued lrom Page Tuo)
1?4 Investlgated 60
u, S, Reports
Other Countries 136 Investigated 1?
Six categories of types of UFOS were
regist€red as follows: Discs, Cigars,
clobes or Spheres,Egg-shaped obiects,
Lights and others. The latter is comprised of reports which do not flt into
the other five categories.
These six categories broke up as
follows:
LIGHTS:
49 flyovers
25 hovering maneuvers
6l maneuYering lights
I maneuver and flyover
2 formation flyovers
6 maneuvering formations
t hovering formatlon
DISCS:
21 hovering maneuvers
8 flyovers
1B maneuvers
6 hover and maneuvers
3 maneuvering formations
3 formation flyovers
3 landings and hovering
3 landings
1 landing and maneuver
1 landing with hovering
and occupants
1 flyover and landing
'EGGS.
4 flyovers
2 hovering maneuvers
C IGA R S :
7 hoverings
4 flyoyers
1 maneuver and hover
6 maneuvers
2 formations with 1 cigar,
l disc
GLOBES:
5 hovers
13 maneuvers
14 flyovers
1 flyoyer and hover
1 formation
1 formation flyover
1 landing and hovering
OTHER:
5 hovers
I maneuvers
I flyovers
1 multiple objects maneuvering

PAGE 3

1 possible landing
1 maneuvering fouation
Interpretation of this data indicates
that, as usual, night time sightings
outnumber those made in the daytime
-thus the large number ol unidentified lights sighted.
other important aspects of the 310
cases arer: 3 cases of people burned,
21 casesof car chases,1 of car lights
afrected, 2 lights sighted on the
ground, 3 car engines stalled, 1 person
partially and temporarily paralyzed, 1
case of a train being "buzzed," 1 case
of a ground fire, 1 power failure, 1 case
each of teleyision and radio lnterference.

Two ObserveDiskin Mexico
Field Investigator Oscar H. Egly of
Guadalajara, Mexico, has forwarded a
report on his investigatlon into a UFO
slghting at an irrigation project site
near Tepic, capital of Nayarit provtlxce,on the {rest coast of Mexico. The
obseryation took place on July 24 and
the witnesses were Fernando Flores
Garcia, 31, and Jesus de la Rosa Pacheco. 20. a student.
Flores, who is in charge of a small
irrigation project by the Palillo River
(employed by the Department of Hydraulic Resources of the Ministry of
Agrlculture), was talklng to the engineer in charge of all small irrigation
projects in Nayarit Province, Jesus de
Rosa (Sr.), father of the second witness. After the conversation, Flores
and de la Rosa (Jr.) had walked about
1,100feet toward a pick-up truck when
de la Rosa pointed out an object
descending into the mountainous
brushy area behind where Jesus de la
Rosa (Sr.) and two colleagues were
conversing. At first, Jesus de la Rosa
thought it was an alrcraft but before
long both witnesses were able to observe a bright object shaped literally
like a "coffee-cup saucer" for 20 or 25
seconds. Flores described the object to
Field Investigator Egly as a "metallic,
round object."
Young Jesus de la Rosa believedthat
the object was moying slowly, at about
10-12 miles per hour. His narration
goes: "I yelled at my friend and said
'Look, there is an airplane coming
down,' then I saw it stop over some
trees near where my father was standing with two other engineers. It
banked slightly and I saw that it
wasn't a plane but a round disk. It
made no sound. It was white, like an
aluminum color; it moved up, away
from the trees and we saw it like a
'silver peso' facing us. 'fhen it again
(See Mexico -Pa,ge Sir)
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(Continued lrorn Page One)
evidence of flame.
The area in the field which was
"burned' 'is approximately 40 feet in
diameter and was easily seen from the
air. The local news medla showed
interest in the incident and a taped
interview with the Barr girl n'as
made nrhich was played on a local
radio station. Most of the residents
seemed inclined to attribute the spot
io a "nreball" or lightning. Mr. Barr
does not rule out lightning entirety,
and when interviev/ed said that he
hadn't informed authorlties at flrst
because he {ras skeptical. pat BarI
stated that she was convinced that
the object she had seen had caused
the damage to the bean crop and that
it was an "air-flying object from outer
space." ft "wasn't anything earthly,',
she sald.
Mr. Barr told interviewers that he
"would hesitate to guess,, at the object's identity and the cause of the
scar on the neld, but did say that he
felt it was "something unusual - I,1l
put it that way."
Samples of the bean vines from rnside the circle, near the outside and
from elsewhere in the field were gathered by Mcwane and are now beinq
examined by an APRO consultant. Ai
in the past, there is lit e liketihood
that the bean vines will furnish a clue
to n hat happened, but the tests must
be made anyway, Tests for radiation
at the site revealed nothing abnormal,
and similar tests of the vine samples
were also negative. Any further information will be presented in a future
issue.

UFO(Continued,

lrom Page One)
flashlight trom Mauricio and went
running in the direction of the object_
IIts sister, Lucrecia Bermudez, followed him but, in the darkness, she
fell to the ground.
According to the testimony of the
children and Mrs. Rosa Ortiz, Bermudez approached the area where the
UFO was and began calling the butler
Luis Carbajal, who was the only other
adult male present, saying, ,'Luis, come
here. Look at this Martian." Mauricio
and Andres v/atched the object from
a nearby hill and reported that it
"blinked on and off." Finally, they saw
it rise high into the sky and fly away
in the direction ol Bogota.
Mr. Bermudez returned to the farmhouse and told the other witnesses
that he had approached the object,
which had landed on the ground, to
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within a distance of about 20 feet, The
object, he said, "blinked out" momentarily and he shone the flashlight on
tt. IIe claimed that he saw "a person"
inside. He described the upper half oJ
the entity as "normal" but from the
waist down the anatomy oI the "person" appeared to be like the letter
"A" - v{hich was luminous. The object
then "blinked on,' rose into the sky
and disappeared. About five minutes
after the object fle\r ofr, aU the witnessessaw another identical object, or
the same one, crossing the sky at
about 300 feet altitude. Its speed was
"slow" and constant as it flew towards
Bogota and it was also soundless.Two
other adult persons, clemente Bolivar
and Rosalba Prieto, who live about
two miles from the farmhouse, reported a bright orange-yeUow light
flying slowly towards Bogota at approximately the same time.
within two days of the observation,
the principal witness, Mr. Arcesio Bermudez was taken very ill; his temperature dropped to 95' F. and he had
a "cold touch" although he claimed
not to feel co1d. Within a fev/ days
his condition becamefar more serious;
he had "black vomits" and diarrhea
with blood flow. IIe was taken to
Bogota and attended by Dr. Luis Borda
at 10:00 a.m. on July 12 and later by
Dr. Cesar Esmeral at 7:30 p.m. At
11:45 p.m., local time, Mr. Bermudez
died.
APRO has a copy of the medical
report signed by Dr. Esmeral diagnosing the cause of death as gastroenteritis. Neither of the two doctors knew
of Mr. Bermudez's UFO experience,
which may, or may not haYe some
bearing on the case.
APRO-COLUMBIA became aware of
the incident four days after the death
of Mr. Bermudez, on July 16. On that
day, the children Andres, Marina, Enrique and Maurlcio were placed into a
hypnotic trance try Dr. Luis E. Martinez, Professor at the National University of Colombia,. At the hypnotic
session, which took place in Dr. Martinez's omce at 8 p.m., were APRO
RepresentativeJohn Simhon and Field
Investigator Elias Nessim. The hypnotic session was requested by the
relatives of the children.
The taped testimony of the children
while under hypnosis is almost identical to the testimony already obtained
and to the testimony of the adult
witnesses (with the exception ol Arcesio Bermudez, wtro was dead and
consequently was never interviewed by
APRO-COLOMBIA). The investigators consider all the witnesses to be of
unquestionable integrity and honesty.
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While under hypnosis, the children
nrst said that the object was "a very
bright light" and later referred to it
as "a UFO." Mauricio, however, referred to the object as "a UFO" right
away. 'Ihe children were made to
draw the object while in a hypnotic
state which can be oompared to their
previous drawings. Jose Barreto, a
psychologist, was also present at the
session.
The next day, July 1?, Representative Simhon and Investigator Nessim
visited the farmhouse with the witnesses, determined where the object
had been observed and conducted further intensive questioning. None of the
witnesses claim to have seen the object actuaUy land; this was only
claimed by Bermudez who supposedly
approached the object on the ground.
Luis Carbajal, the butler, described
hon' he heard Bermudez shouting for
him to "come and see the Martian"
but he only saw the object flying away
betv/een the trees. All of the witnesses'
testimony agrees generally and although the farmhouse lies under a
route for air traffic to Bogota International Airport, they all claim to know
the appearance and performance of
conventional aircraft and that the object in question was something entirely different.
Another interesting aspect of the
case is the reported "animal reaction"
due to the presence of the UFO. A
monkey named "Michin" commerced
to screech loudly and persistently and
several dogs around the farm began
howling. This was reported by aU the
witnesses and confirmed by Mrs. Rosa
Ortiz, an elderly lady, who explained
how the object had two "blue legs"
with green lights on the tips. This is
b€lieved to be the irst reported "monkey reaction" to ItFOs.
The APRO investlgators were not
able to flnd any physical evldence of
the presence of the UFO.
Speculation arose as to cause of
death of Arcesio Bermudez. His clothes
and wrist-watch were sent to the
Colombian Institute of Nuclear Affairs
(CINA) which has cooperated with
APRO in the past. CINA informed
APRO-COLOMBIA that the symptoms
of Bermudez's illness q/ere similar to
those caused by a lethal dose of gamma rays, although no report from
CINA has yet been received.
APRO meanwhile approached two
of its Consultants to obtain preliminary professional opinion on this controversial case.
(See UFO - Page FiDe)
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(Continued lron Page Four )
Dr. Horace C. Dudley, Prolessor of
Radiation Physics at the University of
Illinois Medical Center, Chicago, says
that "The illness and death of Mr.
Bermudez nav be doe to radiation
efiects but there is not one bit of
laboratory data to support such a conclusion
without a complete autopsy and pathological (microscopic)
study a physician would not be warranted in giving a more specific cause
of death."
Dr. Benjamin Sawyer, APRO Consultant in Medicine, says: "The symptoms of enteritis... are nearly identical to one of the three basic forms of
(intestinal)
illness from radiation
exposure. There is nothing superficially apparent to distinguish the
two illnesses. This is because radiation illness affecting the intestinal
tract is truly a form of enteritis which
can be due . . . to many things. There
is nothing specific in the .. . medical
report to indicate whether the death
was due to enteritis or radiation
injury."
APRO expects further news soon
from Colombia which may cast new
light on the case.Unless proven otherwise, it is APRO'S contention that
Arcesio Bermudez died of natural
causes. Further information will be
published when available.

.1.
Figure 1
Drawing of UFO by Mauricio enecco
while in hypnotic trance.
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tion and report public, Colonel Alfred
K. Patterson, Air Force Attache at the
U. S. Embassy in Manila, visited the
Philcomsat Station and studied the
reports of the farmers and listened to
engineer de Luna's account. He expressed skepticism about the reports
and doubted that real UFOS had been
observed. It appears that Colonel Patterson acted more on his own behalf
than in an ofncial capacity, as the
Aerial Phenomena Branch (project
Blue Book) at Wright Patterson Air
Force, Dayton, Ohio, only investigates
and eyaluates UFO reports within the
United States. Colonel Patterson said
that de Luna probably saw "a plane
diving over the area" but was unable
to explain the observations by the
Figure 2
three farmers (whom he did not speak
Drawing of UFO by Enrique Osorio to). During
his inquiry, Colonel Patwhile in normal state.
terson said he \ /as "satisfying my own
curiosity."
SignificantSighringsin
These are the most signiflcant cases
reported from the Philippine Republic
The Philippines
and Colonel de Leon and Colonel SanAPRO has received preliminary intiago seem to have done an immediate
formation on a series of UFO observaand thorough job of documenting the
lions from the Philippine Republic, in
evidence while it was still available.
southeast Asia. The witnesses were 3
APRO expects to receive further inforPhilippino farmers who observed a
mation, perhaps a copy of the original
UFO at 4 a.m.. ? a.m.. and I a.m. on report,
through members in the philipNovember 1, 1968 and a construction
pines. Further details will probably
engineer who observeda UFO at 10:30 appear in
a future issue.
p.m. on June 10,1969,Both caseswere
thoroughly investigated by retired
Philippine Air Foroe Colonet Aderito RecenlVisilors al APRO
The following persons have visited
de Leon and retired Army Corps Colonel Ruflno C. Santiago. Colonel de APRO for general discussionsand arrangements since the acquisition of. a
f,eon was the Director of the Philipnew omce on July 1, 1969.
pine Communications Sateuite (PhilDr. Robert Wood, Acting Director,
comsat) Station in Rizal Proyince, 30
Research & Development, McDonnell
miles east of Manila, just 3 miles north
of where the objects were observed. Douglas Astronautics Co., Western
Division; Dr. Richard C. Henry (ConColonel Santiago is Assistant Director
sultant in Astrophysics), Research
of the Station.
Appointee, E. O. Hurlburt Cent€r for
The three farmers observed the
object individuauy at separate times Space Research, Naval Research Lab(4,7 and I a.m.) but gaye almost lden- oratory, Washington, D. C.; Dr. M.
tical descriptions. They descrlbed it as Lindtner, from the Australian UFO
organizatlon UFOIC; Mr. Walter An"a white low slung saucer-shaped vehicle" which landed and took ofr drus, Field Investigator lrom Quincy,
III.: Mr. Laird S. Carter, Field Invesagain. Two "passengers" were observed and one of the farmers de- tigator from Peoria, Ill. and Mr. Alejandro Vignatti, a reporter from the
scribed them as Caucaslan,6 feet taU,
wearing a white flying suit with no Argentine magazine 2001 in Buenos
Aires.
identiffcation and glasslike (or plasticlike) headgears.
The June 10 observation was re- Rumor?
ported by Leonardo de Luna. an engiIt has come to our attention that
neer and assistant project superjn- one of the astronauts on the ApoUo 10
tendent at a development site near flight in December 1968 is alleged to
Philcomsat station. De Luna described have photographed a large, square
the object as a big "yellowish ball of formation of some kind on the surface
fire" flashing in the sky, followed by of the moon which was not believed to
a hovering, blinking red light observed be natural. We are trying to pin down
for about 15 seconds.
this information but at the present do
Soon after Colonel de Leon made not know which of the three astrohis and Colonel Santiago's investiganauts is involved.
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Mexico -

(Continued, lron Pa,geThree)
moved higher, leveled off and then
descended with a pendulum motion
until it was behind the brush. near the
mountain edge and seemed to have
landed there as we lost sight of it.
We ran to where my father was and
asked them if they had seen the
round object almost above them near
the trees."
HoweYer, they had not noticed anything except a noise like a "smooth
truck engine approaching." Engineer
de la Rosa had commented on this
sound to his colleagues (as no trucks
could approach the iuigation project
that close) seconds before the two
witnesses "with startled looks on their
faces" came running up- The whole
party then proceeded tovrards where
the object seemed to have descended,
but the brush was too thick and muddy. They fi.nally abandoned the search
on^

r6+r,rh6A

+^

rn6hi.

Both witnesses estimated the object
to be about 15 feet in diameter. Jesus
de la Rosa estimated it n'as about 60
Ieet above the brush and trees when
it began to descend with a pendulum
motion. They described it as bright
"when the sun reflected ofr it." Otherwise, it was a silvery color like an
aircraft.
This sighting stimulated popular
interest in "flying saucers" around
Tepic and many other reports were
made in the following days and weeks.
One case is reported to have occurred
3-4 days before the above incident
and involYed a group of wild-olive
pickers near the project site, averaging 40 years of age. The group explained how a silvery disk-shaped
object, about 15-18 feet in diameter,
hovered some 10 feet above a tree
right by one of the fruit pickers. It
made a low humming noise then a
"slight beU sound like police cars in
French movies." It then flew ofi at
great speed. The disk was described
as having three "protrusions" in ihe
front, an "antenna-like obiect" at the
top and it seemed to round out towards the underside.
This is Mr. Egly's first case as a
Field Investigator and he is to be
complimented for a job well done.

ObieclSeenOver
SeveralSlales
On the 5th of June many witnesses
lrom Illinois to Colorado observed an
elongated object with phosphorescent
green color and a long, lragmented
tail which flew at high altitude in an

east-west direction. Various authorities speculated that the object might
haYe been a meteor or space junk reentering the earth's atmosphere. we
present here the information obtained
by Field Investigator Robert J. Hertell
of st. Louis, Illinois as a result of air
interview with Air Force Major John
R. Richmond who, with his Observer,
Air Force Captain George Stevenson,
sighted the object while flying a T-33
Jet Trainer bound for Scott Air Force
Base.
The time was 5:52 p.m. (CDT), the
aircraft was cruising at 33,000feet, at
a speed of 462 miles per hour. Major
Richmond was on the radio calling
Scott Air Force Base which was 138
miles east. He spotted the object on a
heading of 280 degrees(heading west)
and said it was chrome-green, very
brilliant like an arc light or burning
phosphorus. He called to Steyenson
and pointed it out to him and they
both observed it for a period of aPproximately 35 to 45 seconds as lt flew
in a perfectly flat trajectory into the
west and disappeared from view behind the T-33. Major Richmond estimated the object s altitude at approximately 4,000 feet above his own altitude. or 3?.000feet. He also estimated
that it was probably about 1y2 miles
distant, the green portion was about
30 feet long and the fragmented white
phosphorous burning tail about 200
feet in length.
Major Richmond was certain that
the object was not a meteor, and hYpothesized that it might have been the
residue of a Russian space obiect
re-entering the atmosphere. However,
he stated flrmly that he didn't know
what the object was, that he had
never observed anything of that nature before, and that he estimated its
speed to be between 692 artd B0?statute miles per hour (600-700 nautical
miles) ,
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J. AUen Hynek, Chairman, Department
of Astronomy at Northwestern University,Evanston,Illinois; Dr. JamesE.
McDonald, Professor of Atmospheric
Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson; Dr. James B. Salisbury, Head,
Plant Science Department, Utah State
University, Logan; Dr. David R. Saunders, Professor of Psychology, University of Colorado, Boulder (and former
member of the University's UFO Project); Dr. R. Leo Sprinkle, Associate
Professor of Psychology, University of
Wyoming, Laramie. Panel Moderator
was Jim Peterson, Managing Director
for radio station KBTR, DenYer.
None of the participants were certain of either the present or future
status of the U.S. Air Force Project
Blue Book, but all were in agreement
that it should be terminated and all
research be put into the hands of a
group of scientists.
It was generally agreed that BIue
Book has served essentially as an Air
Force front for the debunking of UFO
reports. The paDel attributed Blue
Book s atlitude to one of indifference,
generated by their thinking that UFOS
do not constitute a threat to national
security and are, therefore, of little
interest.
The panel also agreed that future
investigations should be flnanced so
as to be free of governmental or military influence of any nature. Dr. Hynek regretted the set-back UFO research had received by the negative
conclusions oI l}]e Cond,onReport, bnl
was optimistic about the possibility of
definitive scientific research in the
near future. Dr. Sprinkle was of the
opinion that the two short years spent
on the Condon Re?lort was hardly
enough tlme in which to do a study of
a phenomenon datlng back at least
20 years.
Dr. McDonald felt that the level of
scientific investigation and choice of
case material in the report was inadequate and considered it a waste ol
Amaleur Aslronomers
time and money. Dr. Saunders stated
that the Condon Committee actually
Sponsor UFO Panel
A panel of six prominent scientists did a better iob on the problem than
the report indicated, but agreed that
gathered in Denver, Colorado, on August 22 to publicly discuss the UFO many casesthey investigated were not
eYen mentioned and that many of
phenomenon and how they feel the
scientific community should proceed the classic, well-dDcumented incidents
were ignored.
in the future.
Dr. salisbury, basically interested in
Sponsored as a "special event" durexobiology, felt that there was exceling a four-day meeting of the Nalent evidence of life on Mars, due
tional Amateur Astronomers, the disprimarily to the distinat seasonal varcussion was keyed primarily to attendiations in the coloration of the planet
ing amateur astronomers from all
during the change of seasons. The
over the U. S. and to scientists in the
area. Participants \ryere: Dr, James recent fly-bys by Mariner 6 and MarHarder, Professorof Civil Engineering. iner 7 have not altered his opinion.
(See Panel - Page Seuen)
University oI California, Berkeley; Dr.
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Panel-

(Continued from Page Sia)
Dr. Harder, primarily interested in
methods of propulsion used by possible extraterrestrial craft, said we
lvould one day be able to use sources
of energy that apparently nov\r are
available to more advanced cultures.
He felt that our rate of technological
development, if it continues at its ever
increasing pace, will uncover many
secrets of energy sources and methods
to utilize these sources will follow
quickly.
All panelists agreed that further
investigation of the UFO phenomenon
was more than jusiifled by the expectation that the cause of science would
be enhanced thereby. It v/as agreed
that many presently unknown and
undetected elements ol natural phcnomena would be uncovered in such a
study, thereby making the "spin-off"
discoverieswell worth the efort regardless of the flnal, if ever, conclusions on the UFO.
The panel was hopeful the day
would come in the foreseeable future
that would see the formation of a central scientific clearinghouse and depository for UFO reports, from which
point various cases could be sent for
analysis and investigation by interested scientists in specific ffelds of
research. Interested but presently
reluctant scientists would then come
out into the open on the problem as
an independent scientific study gained
credibility and stature.
Two ol the panelists, Dr. Frank B.
Salisbury and Dr. R. Leo Sprinkle, are
APRO Consultants in Exobiology and
Psychology respectively. Dr. Harder
is APRO Director of Research.

X

Inside view of APRO ofrce.
about 20 degrees above the horizon
and that they were 10 times as bright
as Venus. They climbed to the region
of Jupiter's location, then separated,
he said, one ftying low and the other
flying high. The highest one mounted
to the location of Ursa Major (the Big
Bear), then the two disappeared. He
was certain that the lights were not
stars, and said that during the sighting he felt as if in a trance and when
the objects had gone and he came out
of it the cigarette which he had been
smoking was burned down with only a
iorrg gray ash left, indicating that he
had sat there, unmoYing, for several
minutes. The "trance" feeling included
a feeling that something was asking
him if he wanted to go away and he
kept projecting the answer "no."
View of APRO'S new office from the
outside.

New lnfo on Alaskan Sighting

proportional to irs speed. The normal
On page 6 of the May-June jssue, load resistance for the diesel can be
the details of a sighting of a UFO in
calculated from the generator power
Alaska and the subsequent interferand voltage, etc., so all is in hand to
ence of a diesel engine were reported. calculate the shorting resistance."
Dr. Harder, APRO's ResearchDirector
forwarded the following: "I was interestedin the item. . . . For the explana- Adventurer Reports UFO
tion is that the engine was connecied Over Atlantic
John Fairfax, the British sailor who
to a generator, and if the output of
the generator was short-circuiled, it
undertook a lone crossing of the Atwould be a hpavy load to the engine. lantic Ocean. reported to the Miami,
slowing it down until the voltage plus Florida Ilerqld and other news services
the shorting resistance was of such his sighting of two strange star-like
magnitude to equal the power output objects during his voyage across the
of the engine. If it was "just barely ocean- Fairfax did not give a date or
running" as reported, the resistance approximate location during the time
shorting the outpui would be very low, he sighted the objects, but his report
to newspaperswas made on the 20th
and might even be calculated from
the speedof the engine. .. . The power of July 1969. He claimed that one
output from the diesel would be about night he spotted two bright lights

Around the Globe
BRAZIL. Four businessmen from
Rio Grande do Sul have claimed that
on the night of the 23rd ol July 1969,
they were traveling by car near the
town of Paulo Lopes when a huge UFO
came along, hovered above the car (a
station wagon) and then lilted it up,
carried it through the air for a spell
and let it down some distance down
the road. When the object was first
seen, they said, it was ahead of them,
and it shot a jet of white light at their
car, the engine of which stopped and
the lights went out. Then the car was
"transported," and lvhen ihey were
down on the ground again and had
progressed further along the highway,
they came upon a cargo-laden truck
with a Biguacu license plate over
which the UI'O hovered momentarily
before disappearinginto the distance.
(See Globe-- Page Eight)
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as it travelled into the southeast at
very high altiiude. They lost sight of
(Continued lrom Page Seoen)
the object when their view was cut off
by trees in the vicinity. The Paquette
CANADA Arden, Ontario. Mr. and group and other residents of the vilMrs. Frank Harder of Arden reported
lage of Petawawa including a military
that at 3 a.m. on the morning of May
policeman, then watched the object
7, 1969, they observed a hovering
until it went out oi sight at daylight.
Iighted object which glowed with many
ENGf,AND. Warrington, 12 June.
colors, "shone like a beacon" and illuTwo policemen and a Royal Air Force
Mr.
Harder
minated trees in the area.
veteran watched a bright, pulsating
had gone to the kitchen for water, light which zigzagged
through the
spotted the thing but thought it was night sky oyer Warrington.
At 1.:30
the moon. As he watched, it rose and a.m. Alan Machin, retired
Police Inbegan changing colors from bright red 6pector, went out into
his garden
to bluish-red. He then woke his wife
where he spoited a bright pulsating
and they both continued to observe it
light which lit up the area. He estithrough the screen window of their
mated the object to be at fairly low
kitchen door. It suddenly moved an altitude and traveling at perhaps
60
estimated half mile to the south and miles per hour, going east. Suddenly
began moving back and forth as the light changed direction into
the
though searching for somelhing. It
north and Machin called police to rewas at this time that the obiect port it. At 3 a.m. the police called
emitted a brilliant blue light which
Machin to report that they had obilluminated the trees. 'Ihe couple served the object and that there was
watohed it until it moved behind some no air tramc in the area at the time.
bushes and out of sight. Both had
After a short time the object simply
been skeptical of such incidents until
changed course and accelerated out
they made their own observation. No of sight.
sound was heard.
Tyneham, Dorset. A woman who
Petawawa, Ontario. Forty-seven year prefers to be anonymous has reported
old Edgar Paquette of Petawawa told
to authorities and to the press that
reporters that he had been chased by she and her husband sighted a posa UFo between 3 a.m. and 6 a.m. on sible landed UFO on the 29th of Authe 13th ol July of July 1969. Paquette gust. The couple found a 24-lool
had been on his way to Petawawa diameter pattern of large (9 inches to
from Black Bay when his attention
1 foot across) holes which appeared
was drawn to a brilliant light by a to have been made by tubular legs
passenger in his car. The Petawawa tipped with long spikes. The woman
River, which paralleled the road, was reported that she and her husband
"lit up like day" by the light which
were returning across the ranges near
Paquetteclaimed chased his car. As it
Tyneham after a fi.shing trip at about
appeared to come directly toward the
2:50 a.m. when they saw a glowing
car, Paquette turned off the lights and
and apparently translucent object
the light "seemed to hesitate." Then
which shot into view over a hill about
he opened the door, the roof light
a mile in front of their car. The huswent on and the lighted object de- band exclaimed that he thought the
scended to within 60 feet of the
object was coming down. It made no
ground, according to his estimate. Ussound, just settled to what appeared
ing his flashlight, Paquette began to be a landing. Before landing it
blinking it ofi and on, whereupon the
siopped in the air and the couple saw
UFO came even closer, reveallng its
"tripod-legs" come down out of it. The
glowing eggshape, I feet in diameter
woman's husband drove slowly toward
with two "legs" extending downward. the object with his lights ofi until they
Terrified, Paquette jumped back into
could clearly see the object about a
the car and drove to the nearest house. quarter of a mile away. The two sat
His woman passengerbecame hyster- and watched the obiect for about hall
an hour, they said, then it took ofi uP
ical but they finally got back into the
car and went to Paquette's home into the air and disappeared oYer the
where he'rakened his 1?-year-oldson sea at high speed. Investigation will
be called for in this instance and
and 14-year-old daughter. The four
then drove to the gate of the house when further information is available
it will be presented in a future issue.
where the light approached them
AUSTRALIA. The secretary of St.
again. During this iime, Constables
Jack McKay and Grant Chaplin had Michael's golf course, located in Syddriven to Petawawa to investigate ney's eastern suburbs thinks that a
reports that a woman had been terri"flying saucer" may have landed on
ffed by a bright tight in ttre sky and the fairway on the 22nd of June. A
triangular-shaped set of burn marks
they yiewed the obieot for 38 minutes
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Globe-

Aerial photo of Barr bean neld.
Story on page 1,
were found on the links and at the
three points of the triangle were found
deep impressions about 8 inches wide,
2rZ inches deep and about 16 feet
apart. There had been a heavy dew
that morning and no tracks of any
kind were found leading to or from
the marks.
Perth. On the 22nd of May four
truck drivers claimed that a bright
diamond-shaped object had hovered
above them and followed them be[ween Esperance and Lake Grace in
Western Australia. The clipping which
carries this information was not too
detailed, but one driver, John Shanahan, a newspaper truck driver had
reported that three different drivers
had stopped him and told him they
saw the object. It was described as
like a diamond or an enormous light
with a band around it. During the
"chase," he said, it frequently sped off
at high speed and then returned to
hover above his truck.
UNITED STATES. Bountiful, Utah.
Two young men, aged 19, were at a
drive-in on the night of May 2nd at
11:20 p.m. when they spotted two
Iighted objects in the vicinity of North
Canyon. The objects were Yelloworange in color and round in shape. At
nrst one object was stationary above
the ridge and the second object v.'as
seen to go rapidly eastward, over the
ridge and out of sight. The second
object later followed only at a slower
rate of speed.
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